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THE U NORM OF SUMS OF TRANSLATES OF A FUNCTION

BY

MAREK KANTER

ABSTRACT. For/; not an even integer,/? > 0, we prove that knowledge of the I! norm

of all linear combinations of translates of a real valued function in LP{R) determines the

function up to translation and multiplication by ±1.

1. Introduction. Let R stand for the real line, let p be a real number greater than

zero, and let LP(R) stand for the set of all real valued Borel measurable functions

/on R such that fR \f(s)\"ds is finite. We denote (fÄ \f(s)\p)u" by ||/|L.. We

denote the function s —»/(? + s) by/w. We denote [/] the set of all functions g

in LP(R) such that ||g ±/w|| p = 0 for some t G R.

We note that for g G [/] we have

(Hoo/M + ... +aj^\\py = (\\a0g™ + ... +angM\\pY

for all numbers aQ,..., a„ in R and all points t0,..., t„ in R.

Conversely, suppose we know the functions

<#>>„,... ,an,t0, ...,/„) = (|K/<'°> + ... +ajM\\py.

Does this knowledge determine the equivalence class [/]? (I.e., is/determined up

to translation and multiplication by ± 1?)

Our question has a negative answer in the case p = 2. In that case knowledge

of {<j>n} is equivalent to knowledge of the function r(t) = fRf(t + s)f(s)ds for all

t G R. However, it is well known that knowledge of r(t) does not determine / as

above. (See Doob [2, p. 586] for a complete description of what else is needed in

the case p = 2 to determine [/].)

In this paper we show that, in fact, whenever p is not an even integer, then

knowing the functions <p„ determines [/]. We presume that this result is false

whenever p is any even integer; however the only counterexamples we have at

the moment are for p = 2.

Our proof is interesting in that it uses the concepts of integration in infinite

dimensional spaces in order to prove a result that seems classical. The proof

hinges on a lemma concerning symmetric measures on S", the n-dimensional

surface of a sphere. Namely, if ¡i is such a measure then knowing

</,(<*) = ¿ |(« • e)\'d,i(e)
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36 MAREK KANTER

for all a G Rn+l determines u, ifp is not even. (By the way, for p any even integer

this lemma is false. Say n = \. We are then asking whether knowing §(t)

= /[„„j |cos(x + t)\p dfi(x) for all / determines the measure u. This is false because

the Fourier series of jcos x\p has only finitely many nonzero terms whenever/? is

even.)

The lemma concerning measures on spheres is due to Paul Levy for 0 < p

< 2. We have used its proof in Bochner [ 1 ] to generalize it.

Let us end this introduction by relating our motivation for this work. Namely,

if 0 < p < 2 then there exists a time homogeneous symmetric stable stochastic

process X of index/? with independent increments. If/is in LP(R) then we can

consider the stationary process Y(t) formed by letting Y(t) = fRf(t + s)dX(s).

(We refer the reader to [6] for an elementary account of stable random variables

and stochastic integrals such as above.) The results of this paper imply, in

particular, that knowing the finite dimensional joint distributions of the process

Y determines / as above. We hope to exploit this result for stochastic processes

in a further paper.

2. Symmetric measures on spheres.

Notation. Let n be any nonnegative integer. If x = (x0,... ,x„) is a point in

R"+i we set HjcIJ, = (2,% \x¡\p)Vp, S" = {e \ e G R"+l,\\e\\2 = 1}. For a, e G /?"+1

we define (a • e) = 2,t0 <*,<?<• Finally for r G (0, oo), x G Rn+\ let 0(r,x) = rx.

Lemma 1. Suppose ¡i is a symmetric bounded measure on S", (/x symmetric means

H(A) = ju(- A) for any Borel subset of S".) Suppose m is any positive integer and

suppose that p is a positive measure on (0, oo) such that

(1) jQ r2mdp(r) < oo,

(    r2«"1"" dp(r) < oo.

Let us define

iKw) = J0    (cos(ht) - 1 + K-f- - ... +(2(w:i))!(^)2(m-')j Mr)

for every w G R. (Note that the integral defining \p exists by (I) and (2).)

We claim that knowing <J>(a) = §^ \p(a • e)d¡i(e) for all a in R"+l determines u.

Proof. Let us first prove the lemma for nonnegative measures ¡x. If f(v) is a real

valued function on R and h = (h0,... ,h„), define the function

A,(/)(«) = !(§/(« + W - If (a) +f(a - hjôj))
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where 5,- = (0,... ,0,1,0,... ,0) and the 1 is at the/th coordinate. Define D\(f)

to be Dh(Dh(f)), and for every integer k > 2 define Dkh(f) = Dh(Dkh~lf).

Let F stand for the measure p X p on (0, oo) X S", and define the measure G

on F"+1 by setting G(A) = F(9('l)(A)) for any Borel subset A of Rn+l. We then

have

(") = Jr"+> \cos(a • *) - 1 + —2

r_iv»"-i(-1)"
■■■+(2(m- \))\KC

(a ■ x)2<m~lA dG(x).

Now let us note that

/AX«) = f^ DZ(cos(a ■ x))dG(x)

because D"h((a ■ x)k) = 0 for any integer k < 2m. Furthermore, it is not hard to

see that

00 Dhn(cos(a • x)) = (- 2 sin2(\hjXj)j  cos(a • x)
\      j=Q /

and that

- 2 sin2(¿A,jc,)) sin(a ■ x).
j-0 /

Noting now that (2/=0 sin2(^hjXj))m is G integrable and that

/*■», (|o nn2(jA,;e,))  sin(« • x)dG(x) = 0

because p. is symmetric, we write

FAm<K«) = J^, <?««•*>(- 2 sin2ahjxj)j   dG(x).

By the well-known uniqueness property of the Fourier transform of a finite

measure, we conclude that the finite measure (2/-0 sin2(2-hJxj))m dG(x) is deter-

mined for all n = (n0,... ,n„). It follows that the measure G is determined on the

set

Ah = \ x | x = (x0, ■ • ■ ,xn), 2 sin2(^n x.) > 0 \.
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We can choose h = (h0,... ,h„) and h! = (h'0,... ,h'n) such that Ah u Aw = Rn+l

- (Ö), where Ö = (0,..., 0) G Rn+l. It follows that G is determined on Rn+l - Ö.

But G has no mass at Ö; hence the measure G is determined. Noting that 8 is 1-1,

we conclude that the measure F is determined. Now F = p X ii, and p is fixed;

hence u is determined. This proves the lemma for it nonnegative. If we only

assume /x bounded, then u can be written uniquely as u, — ¡i2, where ii, and u^

are nonnegative. Applying the lemma to u, and ju^, we are done.    Q.E.D.

The above lemma and its proof are an extension of the arguments in Bochner

[1, p. 68] where it is proved for 0 < p < 2.

Corollary 1. Let p be any positive real number which is not an even integer. Then

if it is any bounded symmetric measure on S", knowledge of <b(a) =

Jj- |(a • e)\p d[i(e) for all a in Rn+l determines it.

Proof. Let m be the unique positive integer such that 2(m — 1) < p < 2m.

Let dp(r) = (l/ri+p)dr on (0, oo). Then p satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of

Lemma 1. Now form the function

M») = Î0X (cos(wr) - l + ^ - • • •+(2(w- i'))!^)2"""") *(')•

By a change of variables r = ar1, we see that \p(aw) = ap\p(w) for all positive a. It

follows that \p(w) equals ±\(kp)\w\p for some positive constant kp. Now apply

Lemma 1.    Q.E.D.

We wish to generalize Corollary 1 to measures /x which are not necessarily

bounded. The technique of proof for this is similar to the technique in Lemma 1,

but needs a certain amount of additional argumentation. Our first preliminary is

the following:

Lemma 2. Let m be any positive integer. Let the numbers ax,..., am be defined

by the equation

(cos x - \)m = (-l)m + 2 a*cos(A:;e).
k=\

Then for p G [2(m - \),2m) the sum 2*=i akkr vanishes only at the point

p = 2(m — 1).

Proof. (¿2<m-,>A/;c2<'"-1>)(cos x - \)m |0 = (-l)m-'(2™-i a**2(m~1)). Also it is

clear that ( í/2(m_1)/í¿x2(m_1) )(cos x — \)m |0 = 0 because the Taylor series of (cos x

— 1) starts with the term —x2/2. Hence the sum vanishes at the point p

= 2(m - 1).

To prove the sum vanishes nowhere else on [2(m — I), 2m), let us consider

W») = X" (cos wr - IT-^dr.
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Arguing as in Corollary 1, we see that

tKw) = (-i)mA>r

for some positive constant Kp.

Let 5° = {—1, + 1} and let p assign mass \ to each point in S°. Let p stand for

the measure dr/rl+p on (0, oo). Let F stand for the measure p X u on (0, oo) X S°

and let G = Fö<-1) as in Lemma 1. We then have for all a G F

4>(a) = (-l)mÄ>|p = ¡R (cos(ax) - l)mdG(x).

Calculating as in Lemma 1 we can write for n G R,

DZ<t>(a) = ±(^) fR e^(-sin2(\hx))mdG(x).

Let us now apply F™ to (cos ax - \)m. We note first that

Dhcos(akx) = —cos(akx) sin2 (\khx).

It follows that

F^(cos(ax) - \)m = (-\)m 2 akcos(akx)sin2m(\khx).
k=\

Let us now set h = 1. It follows that

F7"<i>(a)= (_2 akcos(akx)sin2m(^kx)dG(x)
J   k~\

= 2 ak f cos(akx)sin2m(l1kx)dG(x).
*=i      JR

Now we can rewrite

(b) jR cos(akx) sin2mCjkx)dG(x) = kp jR cos(ay)sin2m(^)dG(y)

by the change of variables y = kx (and remembering that dG(x) = {dx/xl+p for

x > 0, and dG(x) = \dx/\x\{+p for x < 0).

We can conclude that

D?<K<x) = fR cos(^)(2 "kkp) sin2m(y)dG(y).

If the sum 2¡T=i akkp vanishes for some p0 G (2(m - l),2m), then we conclude

that

0 = L ei(ax)(sin2m(\x))dG(x)
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where dG(x) = {dx/\x\x+p°. But this is clearly false.    Q.E.D.

Now we are ready to generalize Corollary 1 to unbounded measures. We will

at the same time extend the validity of the corollary to infinite dimensions and

to surfaces more general than sphere surfaces. We start with some notation.

Let Q stand for the rationals. For p > 0, let lpQ = {/1 / G RQ, 2,eß \f(t)\p

< oo}. For a G lpQ and/ G RQ we define

(a ■ f) = 2 a(0/(')        if the sum converges,

= 0 if the sum does not converge.

Let Sß denote the Borel a-field generated by the product topology of RQ. For

r G (0, oo) and / G RQ define 9(r,f) = rf. If ß denotes the Borel subsets of

(0, oo) then it is clear that 0<-»(Se) c ®x%

Lemma 3. Fix p G (0, oo) and assume that p is not an even integer. Let S be a

Borel subset of RQ and suppose that 9 restricted to (0, oo) X S is a 1-1 map into RQ.

Suppose also that S is symmetric, i.e. f G S iff —/ G S. Let p stand for a a-finite

measure on 23q with values in [0, oo] such that /x is symmetric (i.e. p(A) = ti(— A) for

A G Bq) and such that:

(1) u lives on S, i.e. p(RQ - S) = 0.

(2) Letting p' = p A 1 = min(\,p), then for all a G /£ we have <$>(a) =

fs \(a ■ e)\p d¡i(e) < oo and sup,bq<¡>(8,) = M < oo, where 8, G RQ and 8,(s) = 0

if s i= t, andd,(t) = 1.

(3) K^leß Ef) = 0 for some a > 0, where B"t = (e | e G S, e(t) is an integer

multiple of air}.

Then p is uniquely determined on !Bq by knowing <J>.

Proof. Let m be the unique positive integer such that 2(m — 1) < p < 2m.

Let !BS stand for [A | A G !BQ,A c S}. Let p stand for the measure dr/ri+p on

((0, oo), S) and let F stand for the measure pX/ion ((0, oo) X S, S X JBS). Since

0 is a measurable map we can define the measure G = Z7^"1' on (RQ,2BQ).

Let us remember that by Lemma 2

f™ (I - cos(rw))m dp(r) = Kp\w\».

It follows, using Fubini's theorem, that we can write

Kp fs |(o ■ e)\'dvJ(e) = fRQ (1 - cos(a ■ f))m dG(f)

fora G /g'. Now(l - cos(a •/)) = 2 sin2(ja •/) so we conclude that (sin2(3)a-/)m

is G integrable for all a G lpQ. Remembering M = sup,eo<i>(ô,) < oo, we can

further write for a = (a(t), t G Q), a G /g',
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(fR0 (j   sin2(i«(/)/(0r) dG(f))

< 2  (h (sm2"tia(t)f(t)))dG(f))

= \ 2 (h (* - cos(a(0/(0))m¿G(/))

= ̂ /m 2 (/SI«(0«(0I'¿K«))

= i^;/m 2 \<x(t)\p/m($(8t)Ym

< (\K\'mMp,m) 2 |«(0l"/m.
<eß

If /j > 2 then p/m > 1; hence 2<eß la(OI''/m < °°, because // = 1 and

a G lpQ. If 0 < /> < 2, then m = 1 and 2,eß WOI' < <*>•
We conclude that (2,ee sin2(^a(/)/(0))m is G integrable for all a G lpQ.

Let us now take h E 1%, a E l£, and suppose {t \ h(t) ^= 0} is a finite set A.

We define Dh <p(a) to be

1 2 («H« + «(Oô,) - 24>(<x) + 4>(a - h(t)8t)}.
H /eg

We   define   Dl<p = Dh(Dh<¡>),   and   for   every   integer   k > 2   define   F£<£>

= F,(Fr^).
Now for an arbitrary n G lpQ, let A„ = ft \ \h(t)\ > \/n}, and let hn(t) = h(t) if

t G A„; otherwise let «„(?) = 0.

Let us define

DZ<t>(a) = lim D£<!>(a).

To show this limit exists we use formula (a) of Lemma 1 to write

KpDZ<t>(a) = 2 ak f   cos(ka •/)( 2   sin2(l*A(0/(0))   «*?(/),
*=1        y* VeN. /

where a¿ are as defined in Lemma 2.

Now (2(eß sin2(ïa(0/(0))m is G integrable; hence by the Lebesgue monotone

convergence theorem Kp(\im„_x D^ <j>(a)) exists and equals

2 ak f   cos(ka -/)(2 sin2akh(t)f(t)))   dG(f).
A-l       JK \eQ I

By formula (b) of Lemma 2, we can rewrite this as

(2 ***') jRQ cos(a   /)(j¡ sin2(in(0/(0))   dG(f).
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Now Lemma 2 ensures us that the first factor does not vanish. It follows that

knowing <b(a) determines the function r(a):

t(«) = jRQ cos(« -/)(2 sin2(\h(t)f(t)))   dG(f).

Let us use the fact that u is symmetric to rewrite r(a) as

L ^o/)(| sin2(i/t(0/(0))   dG(f).

By the uniqueness property of Fourier transforms of finite measures, it is clear

that the marginal distributions of the finite measure

(*) (2 sin2 (iA(r)/(/)))   dG(f)
Veß /

are uniquely determined on all finite dimensional subspaces of RQ. This implies

we know this measure on Se.

Let us now use (3) to pick a > 0 such that ¡x(n,6ß B") = 0. Let [t0,tx,...} be

a list of the members of Q. Pick k to be an integer with kp > 1 and let

h(t„) = n~2kq(-x\ Then h G lpQ. Also we have that 2,eß sin2(\h(t))f(t) > 0 a.s.

with respect to the measure G by the Fubini theorem. We conclude that knowing

the measure (*) for this h determines the measure G.

Let us remember that 9 is a 1-1 measurable map from (0, 00) X S into RQ.

However, (0, 00) X S is a Borel subset of a complete metric space. Hence, by

Kuratowski [4, p. 397], we see that 9(-l)(BQ) G BxSj. This implies the

transformation that sends a measure F on ((0, 00) X S, 23 X Ss) to the measure

0(-i)/r on (rQ,<bq) is a 1-1 transformation. Since we know G = 0(_1)F, we

conclude that F is uniquely determined. F = p X u, and we conclude further that

the measure u. is uniquely determined on SBQ by knowing <;>.    Q.E.D.

3. The main results. Let us start with a finite dimensional analogue of our main

theorem. Namely for x = (x0,xx,. .. ,x„) G Rn+i, let us define x(0) = x, x(1)

= (xx,x2,.. .,x„,x0),..., x^ = (xn,x0,.. .,xn_x). For a = (a0, •••,«„) we can

consider the function

<t>(a) = (\\a0x^ + ...+anx^\\p)p.

Lemma 4. If p G (0, 00) is not an even integer then the function <j> determines the

vector x up to shift and multiplication by ±1.

Proof. Let us first start by saying that if x, y are points of Rn+l, then to say that

x and y are equal up to shift and multiplication by ±1 means that for some

; G (0,1,...,«} we have x(i) = ±y, and in that case the corresponding functions

4> will be the same.
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Let x G Rn+l be fixed and construct the function <¡> as above. Let A7 = ||x||2.

Let e« = x^/M. Then <?« is a point of 5" for i G {0,1,... ,n}. Let mass M" be

assigned to each of the points in {0,1,..., n}, and let p stand for the measure on

S" induced from the map / —> e(,). Define the symmetrized measure ps by

Hs(A) = \(p(A) + p{-A)) for any Borel subset of S".

It is easy to compute that

<K«)=/r \(a ■ e)\p dps(e)

for all a G F"+1. By Corollary 1, the measure ps is determined. By the

construction of ps this implies that the vector x is determined up to shift and

multiplication by ±1.    Q.E.D.

We will now use Lemma 3 and an extension of the technique of Lemma 4 to

prove our main result. One last notational preliminary: We let Xq(R) denote the

set of all real valued functions a defined on R with a(t) = 0 for all but a finite

number of t.

Theorem 1. If p E (0, oo) is not an even integer andf0 E LP(R) then if we know

for all a G X0(R) the function (¡>(a) defined by

<P(a) = (\\a(t0)f^ + ...+a(tn)f^\\p)p

(where {t0, ...,/„} = {t | a(t) ^= 0}), then we know [f0].

Proof. We treat LP(R) as a non-Hausdorff topological space. (We set p'

= p A 1 and then (||    \\p)p' is a pseudonorm on LP(R).)

We endow LP(R) with the Borel structure generated by its metric topology, and

we consider the measurable map t —> f§ from R to LP(R). We let ¡û, be the

measure on LP(R) induced by this map, i.e. p(A) = \{t\f¡p E A}\ for any Borel set

A of LP(R). (For a Borel subset F of F we let \B\ stand for its Lebesgue measure.)

We define

ps(A) = i1(p(A) + p(-A)).

It is clear that the symmetric measure ps assigns measure zero to LP(R) — [/„].

Furthermore let us note that [/0] is a closed subset of LP(R) and that if C is a

closed subset of [/0] with [/0] — C ^ 0, then

£,([/<>] - Q = kl{'l/o° <2 OI+lí/1/T <2 -Ql).

Now the function / ->fjp is a continuous map; hence both {/ | f$ & Q and

{t | /^ Í — C] are open subsets of R. It is easily seen that both of these open sets

cannot be empty; hence, since the Lebesgue measure of a nonempty open set is

strictly greater than zero, we conclude that ps([f0] - C) > 0. In other words, [/0]

is the support of ps (i.e., [f0] is the smallest closed set containing all the mass of
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Another fact which is clear is that if we had started with a different function

fx with [/,] = [/„], then the construction just described would have yielded the

same measure ¡t,s.

We let ¿A denote the a-field of subsets of LP(R) generated by finite unions of

sets B n Ax .. . An where A¡ is a set of the form [g | g G Lp(R),g(t¡) G D¡} (for

t¡ G Q and D¡ a Borel subset of R) and where B is a Borel subset of LP(R). We

can extend ¡is to <=? by defining ¡i(B n Ax n ... n A„) = \{t \f$ G B n /4j

n ... n /4„}|, and then symmetrizing as before. We then let c=%q denote the o-

field generated by finite unions of sets Ax n ... n A„ as above, and we let cAq

denote the ¡is completion of cAq.

We assert that knowing ¡is on c^*> determines (is on cfi. To prove this assertion

we write, for/in LP(R),

(WfWpY = X7 IM'* = X £,„ l/fr + «>I'A

We conclude that 2™ l/(* + »01' < °° a-e- in [°< U for anY / G ¿'W- °f

course we could have used any other interval [k, k + 1] instead of [0,1]. So we

have 2m \f(s + m)\p < oo. Let us define

/•(*) = 2 \f(s + m)\p
m

if the sum converges. f*(s) = 0 if the sum diverges.

It is clear that/* is periodic of period 1 and also that flf*(s)ds = (||/|pp.

Let us define

ß(/) = nlim2-"r22/*(*/2-n)l

if the limit exists and 0 otherwise. By a martingale type argument as given in

Hewitt [7, p.375] we conclude that ß(/w) = (WfWpY a.e. in R.

If we apply the above to/0, we can conclude that for gx,..., g„ in LP(R) and

numbers kx,..., k„ all > 0 we have ps(B) = ¡is(D) where B = njLi Bki(g¡),

D = n¡L, Dki(gi), and Bki(g.) = {/!/ G L»(R), \\f - gi\\p < k,} while Dk(gi)

= {/|/ G LP(R), Q(f-gi) < kf). Knowing ¡is on sets of the form B clearly

determines ju,s on <Jf, while sets of the form D are certainly in cA *> ■ We conclude

that knowing u, on <JIq determines ¡is on <=$.

We are now ready to use Lemma 3. Let S = {e \ e E. RQ and e satisfies (*)}:

(•) Q(e) = (WfoWpY.

It is clear that 9 as defined in Lemma 3 is a 1-1 map from (0, oo) x S into RQ,

unless ||/0 ||p = 0, which we exclude as a trivial case. Let us define the map
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7 : LP(R) -» RQ by setting I(g)(t) = g(t) for g E LP(R) and t G Q. By what we

have already shown it follows that we can throw away an cfl measurable set A of

ps measure zero from H(R) such that

(**) I(Lp(R) - A) c S.

Defining Ss as in Lemma 3, it is clear that 7(_1)(iBs) c ¿4Q. We denote by p

the measure induced on (S,!BS) by setting p(B) = /tJ(7(_1'(F)) for B E Bs. It is

clear that 5 is a symmetric subset of Fe and that p. is a symmetric measure. We

now need to check that hypotheses (1) through (3) of Lemma 3 are satisfied.

(1) is obvious from (**).

(2) To prove (2) let us consider a G Xq(R) with {/0, ...,/„} = {/ | a(t) ^ 0}

C Q. We have

fs \(a ■ e)\"dps(e) = £ |a(/0W'o) + • • • +a(tn)e(tn)\Pdp(e)

= fR l«('o)/o('o + s) + ... +a(tn)f0(t„ + s)\pds

= (\wto)n°) + ---+<x(tn)rt")wP)p.

We conclude that the function <J> of Theorem 1 coincides with the function </> of

Lemma 3 at least on Xq(R).

Let us now define X§ to be the set of all real valued functions a defined on R

with {t\a(t) =£ 0} c Q and also 2e \W)\P < <».

We can identify lpQ with XPQ. We let/ = p a 1. We have for a E lpQ,

f \(a ■ e)\»dps(e) < f   2  Ht)e(t)\pdps(e)

= (II/IPP(2  I««!') < oo.

If we let {f0, f,,...} be a list of the elements of Q and if we define

a„(t) = a(t)       if t G {t0,...,tn},

= 0 if not,

then

/ \((a - «J • e)\»dps(e) < (||/|L,)>( 2    l«(/*)l')

It follows that we can define <p(a) = \imn^x<p(a„) and we will have

<p(a)= fs\(a-e)\pdp5(e)
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fora G /£.

Now sup,ee<K0 = sup,eß(||/0'>|p> = (||/|Ly < oo, so (2) is satisfied.

To prove (3) we note that there must be some a > 0 such that

0 = |(r|/(0 = ktta for some nonzero integer k}\

(where \A\ stands for the Lebesgue measure of a Borel set A in R). If the above

were false for all a > 0 then we would have that R contained uncountably many

disjoint sets of positive Lebesgue measure. So let us fix an a > 0 for which the

above is true, and let us consider the "complementary" set Ba = {t\f0(t)

^ k-na for any integer k}.

Now \{t | f(t) t¿= 0)| > 0; hence \Ba\ > 0. From this it is not hard to show that

for Lebesgue a.e. t we have (Ba + t) n Q is nonempty. We conclude that (3) is

satisfied.

From Lemma 3 we conclude that ps is uniquely determined on 2BS. It follows

that ¡is is uniquely determined on 7(_I)(SS). However the fis completion of

7(_1)(SS) is clearly o?*>. It follows that (1ls is uniquely determined on the Borel

subsets of LP(R). In particular the support of ßs is uniquely determined, which in

this case happens to be the closed set [/0].

However, knowing [/0] means we know/0 up to shift in time and multiplication

by±l.    Q.E.D.
In the above proof we argued that ¿Aq contained the Borel subsets of LP(R).

A similar but more general such argument can be found in Itô [3].

4. Generalizations. Let us formulate a general conjecture.

Conjecture. Letp be any positive real number not of the form 2n. Let G be any

locally compact abelian group. Let y stand for Haar measure on G. Then if we

know the IF norm of all linear combinations of a real valued function

/ G IP (G, y), then we know/up to translation and multiplication by ±1.

We have proved this conjecture when G = R. Our proof specializes and gives

us the truth of this conjecture for G = (integers), and also G = [0,1]. Lemma 4

proves this conjecture for any finite abelian group G.

The critical point in extending Theorem 1 to any locally compact abelian

group is to extend Lemma 5 to any compact abelian group. It is easy to see how

to extend Lemma 5 to G = [0,1] X [0,1] X ... X [0,1]; in other words we know

the conjecture for G any direct product of finitely many copies of R and [0,1]. A

little structure theory should finish the job.

Finally, the conjecture should be studied for general nonabelian locally

compact groups.
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Added in proof. We can extend our main theorem to complex LP spaces and,

for p not even, show that knowledge of the IF norm of all complex linear
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combinations of translates of a complex valued function in LP(R) determines the

function up to translation and multiplication by e'e for some 9 in [0,277-]. The

proof is essentially the same as in the real case, except that Corollary 1 has to be

extended to complex n-space. We let C stand for the complex numbers and we let

SHe~{(2l,...,z^l)\zlE c, 2kl2= i).

If /i is a measure on S" we say it is complex symmetric if p(A) = p(e'9A) for all

9 E [0,2tr] and all Borel subsets A of S". We say it is real symmetric if we only

have p(A) = p(-A).

Lemma 1'. Suppose p is not even. Define m, p, and \p as in Lemma 1. If pis a real

symmetric measure on S" we claim that knowing

<|>(a) = /s; (Re (« • z))dp(z)

for all a in C+I is sufficient to determine p.

The proof of this lemma is virtually the same as the proof of Lemma 1, except

that we apply the operator F™ to functions of the form e'Re(a'2> and Re ((a • z)k).

To apply Lemma 1' to complex U space we let c7p(r) = (l/r*+p)dr. Then for

w E C we have

±kp\w\p = j* ¡p(Re (ei9w)d9

for some positive constant kp.

If p. is complex symmetric we can then conclude from Lemma 1' that knowing

fs* \a ■ z\p dp(z) for all a E C+1 determines p.
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